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Abstract

In this paper, I consider the policy implications of two alternative structural interpretations of

observed inflation persistence, which correspond to two alternative specifications of the new

Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC). The first specification allows for some degree of intrinsic

persistence by way of a lagged inflation term in the NKPC. The second is a purely forward-looking

model, in which expectations farther into the future matter and coefficients are time-varying. In this

specification, most of the observed inflation persistence is attributed to fluctuations in the underlying

inflation trend, which are a consequence of monetary policy rather than a structural feature of the

economy. With a simple quantitative exercise, I illustrate the consequences of implementing

monetary policy, assuming a degree of intrinsic persistence that differs from the true one. The results

suggest that the costs of implementing a stabilization policy when the policymaker overestimates the

degree of intrinsic persistence are potentially higher than the costs of ignoring actual structural

persistence; the result is more clear-cut when the policymaker minimizes a welfare-based loss

function.
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1. Introduction

Inflation persistence is defined as the time that it takes for an inflation shock to dissipate.
It is extremely important that central banks, which are responsible for stabilizing inflation
at low levels, fully understand the nature of this process. Univariate analyses, based on the
size of the highest autoregressive root, and multivariate analyses, based on impulse
response functions, each show that U.S. inflation is a highly persistent process. However,
less agreement exists on whether inflation persistence is an inherent characteristic of the
economy, or if it instead depends on the specific historical sample considered. Moreover, if
the degree of persistence is sample-specific, then what are the factors that effect changes in
the degree of persistence over time?
Recent work by Cogley and Sargent (2006) and Stock and Watson (2007) favor the view

that there has been substantial variation in U.S. inflation persistence over time associated
with changes in the monetary policy regime. Meanwhile, Pivetta and Reis (2007) argue that
this kind of evidence is not statistically significant. Benati (2006) analyzes the evolution of
inflation persistence across countries and historical monetary regimes and observes that
the degree of inflation persistence appears to have varied significantly and to have been
lower in periods in which there was a clearly defined nominal anchor.
To understand the source of inflation persistence, we require structural models. In

several recent macro models used for policy analysis, inflation dynamics are derived from a
discrete-time version of the Calvo price-setting model. In its baseline formulation, this
model is purely forward-looking: inflation depends on real marginal costs and expected
future inflation. To accommodate the observed persistence in inflation data, two main
variants of the model have been proposed in the literature. Both variants require some ad
hoc assumptions about the price-setting process to generate the dependence of inflation on
past values of inflation. The first variant, with a simple modification of the Calvo model,
was introduced by Gali and Gertler (1999). They assumed that a proportion of the firms
randomly assigned to reoptimize their prices follow a rule-of-thumb: their prices are a
weighted average of the optimal prices set in the previous period plus an adjustment for
expected inflation, which is based on lagged inflation. An alternative modification,
obtained by assuming that the firms not assigned to reoptimize their prices index their
prices to the aggregate inflation of the previous period, was later introduced by Christiano
et al. (2005), and then further modified to allow for only partial indexation.1

The reduced forms of these two variants of the Calvo model are similar in that both
generate a backward-looking component in the equation. In the first case, the weight of
this component depends on the proportion of rule-of-thumb firms, and in the second, it
depends on the indexation coefficient.2 However, using indexation as a modeling strategy
is a less appealing method because doing so implies that prices are revised at every point in
time, which contradicts empirical evidence that some prices are fixed for a certain amount
of time (the reason why models with nominal rigidities were developed). Single-equation
estimates of these augmented models identify a small but statistically significant coefficient
on past inflation and find that the introduction of an inflation lag helps to fit the data
1For single-equation estimates of the Calvo model with indexation, see Eichenbaum and Fisher (2007) and

Sbordone (2005), among others.
2In the specifications that assume a unit indexation coefficient, the equation is estimated as the rate of inflation

growth, rather than the level of inflation.
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better than do purely forward-looking models. The coefficient on past inflation is typically
estimated to be about 0.2–0.3, depending on the other specifications in the model.3

In two recent papers (Cogley and Sbordone, 2005, 2006), we estimate a new Keynesian
Phillips curve (NKPC), taking into account the existence of a slow-moving inflation trend.
We derive a variant empirical version of the Calvo model by log-linearizing the model
around a time-varying inflation trend and obtain a NKPC with more forward-looking
dynamics than the baseline Calvo model. Expectations of inflation further into the future
matter, and the coefficients of the NKPC depend on the trend in inflation: the sensitivity of
inflation to marginal cost decreases for higher levels of trend inflation, while the weight on
future expectations increases. Our estimates of this specification of the NKPC favor a
purely forward-looking model for the inflation gap, which we define as deviation of
inflation from the time-varying trend. The absence of a significant intrinsic persistence in
the inflation gap implies that the persistence of overall inflation is driven by the persistence
of its underlying trend—which is a consequence of monetary policy, rather than a
structural feature of the economy.

We were not the first to estimate a long-run moving trend in inflation. Our analysis
explores the implications for a structural analysis of the results obtained via a reduced-
form analysis by Cogley and Sargent (2005): they applied models with time-varying
coefficients to explore changes over time in the persistence and volatility of inflation,
unemployment, and interest rates.

Indeed, there are now a number of small-scale general equilibrium models for policy
analysis that depict inflation as evolving around a long-run trend; this trend in turn is
identified with the inflation objective of the policymaker. These models, unlike ours,
assume the existence of intrinsic inflation persistence by introducing both indexation to
past inflation and a partial indexation to trend inflation to obtain an empirical form of a
NKPC of the standard type, in which inflation depends on an inflation lag, the expected
future value of inflation, and current marginal costs (for example, Smets and Wouters,
2003, 2005; Ireland, forthcoming). Although the dependent variable of the NKPC in these
models is the deviation of inflation from trend, because of the assumed indexation the
coefficients of such NKPC do not depend upon the level of trend inflation, as they do in
our model. The indexation parameter to past inflation estimated in these models varies,
and can be as high as 0.5, as seen in the Smets and Wouters model.4

The absence of intrinsic persistence as well as the attribution of inflation persistence to
persistent movements in trend inflation square with several other results in the literature.
Altissimo et al. (2006) summarize research conducted within the Eurosystem inflation
persistence network. They find that in aggregate data inflation persistence is very high for
samples spanning different decades, but it falls dramatically when one allows for time
variation in the mean level of inflation. They further find that the timing of the breaks in
mean inflation correspond to observed breaks in the monetary policy regime.

In light of this evidence and considering that policymakers most often base policy deci-
sions on models that postulate a substantial degree of inflation persistence, I investigate the
3See Gali and Gertler (1999), Gali et al. (2001, 2005), and Sbordone (2005, 2006).
4There are other lines of research that show reasons for spurious estimates of a backward-looking component.

For example, Milani (2007) estimates a model with shifting inflation trends and reports parameters on backward-

looking terms close to zero. Kozicki and Tinsley (2002) find that shifts in the long-run inflation anchor of agents’

expectations explain most, but not all, of the historical inflation persistence in the United States and Canada.
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policy implications of assuming alternative structural interpretations of observed infla-
tion persistence. In particular, I ask the following questions: What are the costs of
accommodating inflation when inflation persistence is not intrinsic? Is there risk that an
incorrect policy response may translate temporary shocks to inflation into more persistent
fluctuations?5

To address these issues, I focus on two alternative specifications of inflation dynamics,
which correspond to the two alternative interpretations of inflation persistence discussed:
one is the rule-of-thumb model introduced by Gali and Gertler (1999) and the other is the
model with varying trend inflation estimated by Cogley and Sbordone (2006).
In the first exercise, I incorporate the inflation dynamics of the Cogley–Sbordone model

in a very stylized model of the economy and ask whether it is possible that intrinsic
persistence is spuriously detected in the data. Specifically, I consider whether one would
estimate a statistically significant coefficient on lagged inflation when fitting the NKPC to
data generated from a calibrated economy in which there is no intrinsic persistence.
I then consider the two alternative models to conduct a quantitative evaluation of

optimal monetary policy. In particular, I consider the implications of implementing
optimal stabilization policy under assumptions about inflation persistence that differ from
what the true model implies. To refine this exercise, I also characterize optimal
stabilization policy when the policymaker accounts for uncertainty about the model of
the economy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, I discuss the

characteristics of the two alternative models of inflation persistence, discussing in more
detail the model with trend inflation, as it is less known in the literature. In Section 3,
I discuss whether it is possible to misconstrue intrinsic persistence from data generated by
an economy in which the NKPC has a time-varying inflation trend. In Section 4, I present
an analysis of the optimal response of the economy to cost-push shocks: I first consider the
case of optimization based on an ad hoc loss function and then the case of a welfare-based
optimal policy. Section 5 analyzes optimal stabilization policy under model uncertainty,
and Section 6 concludes.
2. Inflation persistence: alternative interpretations

In the NKPC derived from the standard discrete-time version of the Calvo model with
random intervals between price changes, inflation depends upon current marginal costs st

and expected future inflation6:

pt ¼ zst þ bEtptþ1. (1)

The coefficient of marginal cost z is a non-linear combination of structural parameters
whose expression depends on the specific market structure assumed. At the minimum, it
includes the probability of not changing prices, which I will denote throughout this paper
by a, and the discount factor b: z ¼ ð1� aÞð1� abÞ=a. In models with some form of
strategic complementarity the coefficient may also depend upon the elasticity of
substitution among differentiated goods, and the elasticity of marginal cost to firms’
5This is the interpretation that Ireland (forthcoming) gives to his results.
6Lowercase letters denote logs. pt ¼ lnPt, where Pt denotes the gross inflation rate: Pt ¼ Pt=Pt�1. st is the log

of real marginal cost.
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output, parameters that I denote, respectively, by y and o. For example z ¼ ð1� aÞ
ð1� abÞ=að1þ yoÞ.7 This richer specification decouples the degree of nominal rigidity
from estimates of the coefficient of marginal cost.8

The variant of the Calvo model introduced by Gali and Gertler (1999) implies that the
model includes a lagged inflation term, to become

pt ¼
ezst þ gfEtptþ1 þ gbpt�1 þ ut. (2)

A lagged inflation term now appears in the equation because the authors assume that a
fraction w of ‘rule-of-thumb’ firms set prices as a weighted average of the optimal prices set
in the previous period plus an adjustment for expected inflation, which is based on lagged
inflation. Gali and Gertler (1999) do not allow for strategic complementarities: when the
fraction w! 0, the equation is identical to (1). The coefficients of the forward and
backward-looking terms depend upon the fraction w as well, and their sum is approxi-
mately equal to 1 (it is exactly 1 for b ¼ 1Þ, making the equation similar to other hybrid
Phillips curve formulations in the literature (e.g. Fuhrer and Moore, 1995). Models with
partial indexation to past inflation can also be written in the form of Eq. (2), where the
coefficient of past inflation depends upon the degree of indexation, and again the
coefficients of the forward and backward-looking terms sum to one when b ¼ 1.

The NKPC in either form (1) or (2) is derived as a log-linear approximation to the exact
non-linear inflation dynamics described by the Calvo model, where the log-linearization is
taken around a steady state with zero inflation. This conventional approximation is useful
for normative studies, since inflation should be close to zero under an optimal policy rule.
But in the historical periods covered by empirical analyses—typically some subsample of
the post-WWII period, inflation is often substantially above zero. This raises a question as
to how accurate the log-linear approximation used in empirical work may be. Moreover,
because the degree to which inflation exceeds zero has been subject to fairly persistent
fluctuations, the approximation error may substantially affect the estimated degree of
intrinsic persistence.

To address this problem, the variant of the Calvo model estimated in Cogley and
Sbordone (2006) takes the following form9:

bpt ¼ eRtbpt�1 þ ztbst þ b1tEtbptþ1 þ b2t

X1
j¼2

jj�1
1t Etbptþj þ ut. (3)

Unlike the previous equations,10 this specification is derived by log-linearizing the non-
linear equilibrium conditions of the Calvo model around a steady state with a time-varying
trend inflation. The hat variables denote log-deviation of inflation from trend
ðbpt ¼ pt � ptÞ, and marginal cost from trend ðbst ¼ st � stÞ, where pt and st indicate trend
7The NKPC model estimated by Cogley–Sbordone (2005, 2006) includes this form of strategic complementa-

rities. For an analysis of other specifications of strategic complementarities, and their implications for monetary

policy, see Levin et al. (2006).
8The component 1=ð1þ yoÞ in the coefficient z represents a measure of real rigidities.
9This form of the model is correct under the assumption of log-utility. Otherwise it includes some further terms

in the expected value of output growth and the discount factor. We considered the restricted form (4) because of

evidence that the coefficient of the extra terms were empirically insignificant.
10The error term is also more complex than in the previous equations, because it includes trend inflation

innovations.
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variables.11 The coefficients are indexed by t because they depend upon trend inflation
pt, as does the value of st; and they also depend upon the primitives of the Calvo model,
the probability of changing prices and the elasticity of demand, which are the parameters
that we estimate. Our estimation procedure is based on the moment conditions derived by
enforcing the restrictions that the model places on a VAR model for inflation and unit
labor costs (the last variable proxies the unobservable marginal cost of the model, as in
most variants of empirical NKPCs). The reduced form VAR is a model with time-varying
coefficients and stochastic volatility, which we estimate jointly with the parameters of the
Calvo model. We then use the estimated VAR model to compute the implied inflation
trend.
The coefficient on lagged inflation eRt depends on the indexation to past inflation, a

feature that we include to allow for possible intrinsic persistence: its value is zero when the
indexation parameter is zero. Our preferred specification, in fact, excludes lagged inflation,
since we find that the indexation parameter is very small, and that a model without
indexation is statistically preferred. We have then

bpt ¼ ztbst þ b1tEtbptþ1 þ b2t

X1
j¼2

jj�1
1t Etbptþj þ ut. (4)

We conjecture that the contrast between our result and those that find, in the same data, a
statistically significant role for lagged inflation arises because the latter may proxy for
omitted terms in the NKPC. These are the additional forward-looking terms of our more
precise approximation to the model, which obtains when trend inflation is non-zero.
We conclude that inflation deviations from trend do not show intrinsic persistence, and

that the persistence of overall inflation is driven by persistent fluctuations in its underlying
trend. In this interpretation inflation persistence, rather than a structural feature of the
economy, appears to be a consequence of the way monetary policy has been conducted.
In this respect, although the source of persistence can be categorized as ‘exogenous’, it is

different from letting serially correlated shocks capture inflation persistence, as some of the
recent literature has it. This is because trend inflation, unlike the shocks, is ultimately
under the control of the policy maker (as a general equilibrium framework would make
clear), and therefore need not be taken as given when the policymaker sets her policy. One
can argue that movements in trend inflation should in principle be endogenous12 and
perhaps rationalized as optimal behavior of the central bank. But even when endogenized,
this source of inflation persistence is different from one ‘intrinsic’ to the price-setting
process.
It is worth to report at this point two results from Cogley–Sbordone (2006). Fig. 1

graphs estimated inflation trend, actual inflation and average inflation for the period
1960–2003, all expressed at annual rates. As the figure shows, the trend is a quite persistent
process, hovering around an annual average of 2.5% up to the early 1970s and after the
mid-1980s, but rising to slightly above 7% in the late 1970s.
11For more details on the derivation of this equation, and the estimation procedure, see Cogley–Sbordone

(2006).
12To my knowledge, the only author that attempts to endogenize the policymaker target is Ireland

(forthcoming), who maintains a unit root in the process, but allows it to respond to other shocks in the model. He

finds, however, weak statistical evidence of such an endogenous response.
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Fig. 1. Inflation, trend inflation and average inflation.

Table 1

Autocorrelation of the inflation gap

1960–2003 1960–1983 1984–2003

Mean-based inflation gap 0.835 0.819 0.618

Trend-based inflation gap 0.632 0.664 �0.038

A.M. Sbordone / Journal of Monetary Economics 54 (2007) 1311–1339 1317
The figure suggests that the properties of the inflation gap depend to a large extent upon
its measurement. A gap defined as deviation from a constant mean has a great deal more
persistence than a gap measured as deviation from a time-varying trend. This is also shown
in Table 1 (again taken from Cogley and Sbordone, 2006), which reports the serial
correlation of two measures of inflation gap. The first assumes a constant trend equal to
the sample average of inflation over the period, while the second, labeled trend-based
inflation gap, is computed as deviation of inflation from the estimated trend, which we
obtain, as described, by imposing the restrictions of the forward-looking model (4).

The table clearly suggests that the inflation gap measured as deviation from trend has
substantially less persistence than the gap measured as deviation from the mean. The
difference is particularly striking over the second sub-sample, when the trend-based gap is
close to white noise. Both the figure and the table illustrate how the need for introducing a
backward-looking component in structural models of inflation dynamics may derive from
an inadequate measure of the inflation gap, which leads to overemphasize the persistence
that such models are asked to explain.

3. Can intrinsic persistence be spurious?

The first question that I ask is whether spurious intrinsic persistence may be estimated in
NKPC models that are log-linearized around a zero-inflation steady state. If the actual
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economy is instead characterized by a drifting inflation trend, a more appropriate
specification of inflation dynamics is that of Eq. (4), supplemented by a law of motion for
the inflation trend. To evaluate the extent to which such a spurious persistence may arise,
I construct a sample economy, where the NKPC has the form (4), and the underlying
inflation trend has the properties of the one estimated in Cogley–Sbordone (2006).
I complete this economy with a very simple specification of the demand side, a policy rule
of a kind common in the literature, and a number of shocks which generate temporary
departures of inflation from trend. I then ask whether estimating, with a standard
econometric technique, an equation of the kind (2) on data generated by this economy one
would make a correct assessment of the degree of intrinsic inflation persistence.
For simulating the sample economy it is convenient to use a recursive representation for

Eq. (4). This is obtained by defining an auxiliary variable bdt that represents the further
forward-looking terms in the equation.13 The model economy is then composed of the
following equations:

bpt ¼ ztbst þ ftEtbptþ1 þ gt
bdt,

bdt ¼ g1tEtbptþ1 þ g2tEt
bdtþ1,

bst ¼ eobyt þ mt,

byt ¼ Etbytþ1 � sðit � Etptþ1 � rn
t Þ,

it ¼ it�1 þ fpbpt þ fyðbyt � byt�1Þ,

pt ¼ pt�1 þ �pt. ð5Þ

The first two equations represent the NKPC with trend inflation discussed before.14

Note that when trend inflation is zero (Pt ¼ 1), the coefficient of bdt is zero, and the
coefficients zt and ft become time invariant, reducing the equation to the standard
formulation (1). The third equation describes the relation between marginal cost and
output,15 and the fourth has the form of an intertemporal IS equation describing the
evolution of output. A difference rule for the evolution of the interest rate16 and a
13A detailed derivation of the recursive representation for a more general case is in an appendix available from

the author. Parts are also reported in the appendix of Cogley–Sbordone (2006). A similar derivation, for the case

of a constant inflation trend, can be found in Ascari and Ropele (2006).
14The coefficients are defined as follows:

zt ¼
1� abP

yð1þoÞ
t

1þ yo
1� aP

y�1
t

aP
y�1
t

; ft ¼ bP
1þyo
t ; gt ¼

1

1þ yo
1� aP

y�1
t

aP
y�1
t

ðP
1þyo
t � 1Þ,

g2t ¼ abP
y�1
t and g1t ¼ ðy� 1Þg2t,

where Pt denotes the gross trend inflation rate (see Cogley–Sbordone, 2006 for further details).
15Although the coefficient eo may vary with trend inflation as well, for simplicity I assume it constant in this

exercise.
16Orphanides and Williams (2002) advocate this kind of difference rule for monetary policy (where the short-

term nominal interest rate is changed from its existing level in response to inflation and changes in economic

activity) to deal with the uncertainty in estimates of the natural rate. Gali (2003) derives a similar interest rate

process from the money market equilibrium, where money supply follows a unit root process. The coefficient of

inflation is then interpreted as the inverse of the interest rate (semi) elasticity, and that on output is the ratio of

output and interest elasticities of money demand. The choice of this form of interest rate rule assures a

determinate equilibrium for all the values of trend inflation considered in the model. A standard Taylor rule

results instead in indeterminacy of equilibrium for high values of trend inflation, as discussed by Ascari (2004).
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stochastic process for trend inflation close the model. Hat variables denote, as previously,
deviations from steady state. The steady state of this economy is characterized by slowly
evolving trend inflation and trend labor share (the proxy for the theoretical marginal cost).
The values for trends pt and st are those of the estimated series in Cogley–Sbordone (2006),
as are the values calibrated for underlying parameters of the Phillips curve, the probability
of not changing prices a and the elasticity of demand y which are set at their respective
posterior means ða ¼ :55 and y ¼ 12:3Þ. The coefficients of the NKPC are non-linear
functions of these and other calibrated parameters, and are also function of the inflation
trend: they are computed accordingly. The dynamics of the economy is driven by shocks to
the marginal cost, mt, and by natural rate shocks rn

t . Both disturbances are assumed to
follow autoregressive processes, with serial correlation, respectively, of Rr ¼ :8 and
Rm ¼ :2.

17 The other parameters are calibrated to values used elsewhere in the literature:
s ¼ 6:25, the value estimated in Rotemberg–Woodford (1997), and fp ¼ fy ¼ :03.

18

I use this economy to create 100 samples of length equal to the inflation series used in
Cogley–Sbordone (2006). Initial values are chosen to represent the economy at the
beginning of the sample, which is 1960:Q1, and the economy is simulated forward for 176
periods, the length of the period for which trend inflation was estimated. The coefficients of
the NKPC depend upon Pt, and vary with it. I take as initial value for the trend the
estimated value of trend inflation for the first period ðP0 ¼ P60:q1Þ.

Collecting all the parameters in a vector c, we have that at any time t, given ct ¼ ðc, PtÞ

there is a unique solution to the dynamic system that describes the evolution of bpt; it and byt,
as function of state variables and shocks. From this solution I compute the one step
forward value for the endogenous variables as the next realization, and repeat the same
steps for the number of desired observations.

I therefore obtain series for inflation, marginal cost, output and interest rate generated
by a trend inflation economy. On these series I then estimate a constant parameter
specification of the type introduced by Gali and Gertler (1999), and since then successfully
estimated for various countries in different time periods.

Specifically, I fit to the simulated series a hybrid model of the form (2), where pt is a
mean-based inflation gap. Denoting by Zt�1 a set of variables dated t� 1 and earlier, the
assumption of rational expectations and the assumption that the error term ut is an i.i.d.
process imply the following orthogonality conditions:

Et�1fðpt � gbpt�1 þ gfptþ1 þ zstÞZt�1g ¼ 0.

I exploit these conditions for estimation, using a parsimonious set of instruments, which
include two lags of real marginal cost, output, interest rate and inflation. As Gali et al.
(2005), I consider both an unconstrained estimate, and one where the coefficients of future
and past inflation are constrained to sum to 1.19 The table reports two sets of results, one
for the whole sample I created, the other, for comparison, for the shorter sample
1960:Q1–1997:Q4, as in the original work of Gali and Gertler (1999). For each coefficient,
17I assume that the natural rate follows a process rn
t ¼ ð1� RrÞrþ Rrr

n
t�1 þ er;t and calibrate the mean r to the

average value of the real interest rate in the sample. The variance of the shock mt is calibrated from the variance of

the disturbance to the NKPC estimated in Cogley–Sbordone (2006).
18The value for s is reported in Table 5.1 of Woodford (2003, p. 341); fp and fy correspond to the case of a

money-growth target, under the assumption of a money demand function with an income elasticity of 1 and an

interest semi-elasticity of 7, as in the semi-logarithmic model proposed by Lucas (2000).
19This is imposed by estimating the model as pt � pt�1 ¼ gf ðptþ1 � pt�1Þ þ zst.
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Table 2

Estimate of a hybrid standard NKPC

z gb gf J-stat: p-value o:05 (%)

Full sample

Unrestricted [.017,.052] [.123,.226] [.536,.793] 29

gb þ gf ¼ 1 [.010,.016] – [.772,.942] 39

1960:1– 1997:4

Unrestricted [.016,.053] [.105,.219] [.535,.801] 37

gb þ gf ¼ 1 [.007,.015] – [.761,.929] 15

A.M. Sbordone / Journal of Monetary Economics 54 (2007) 1311–13391320
I report in square brackets a 90% confidence interval; for the J-statistic, I report instead
the percentage of J-statistics with a p-value less than 5%.
The coefficient of interest here is the measure of intrinsic persistence gb. Although the

true model has no intrinsic persistence, the estimation uncovers a positive coefficient: with
90% confidence we would not reject the hypothesis that there is a significant source of
intrinsic persistence in inflation dynamics. The intuition for this spurious result is that past
inflation is correlated with future inflation terms, an omitted variable in the empirical
specification, creating upward bias in the coefficient of past inflation. This correlation is
itself due to the serial correlation of the generated series, driven by the high persistence in
the inflation trend. It is also interesting to note that with 95% confidence the J-statistics
(reported in the last column) would fail to reject the cross-equation restrictions of
the model in about 60–70% of the cases, on average across the various specifications
(Table 2).20

4. Policy implications: optimal response to cost-push shocks

I now turn to consider the implications for monetary policy of the two structural
interpretations of inflation persistence discussed in Section 3. One is the hybrid NKPC, and
the other is the purely forward-looking model that takes into account the dependence of
NKPC coefficients on inflation trend, now identified with the inflation objective in the
policy loss function.
I conduct a quantitative exercise to evaluate the optimal stabilization policy in response

to small cost-push shocks. I consider first the case where the objective of the policymaker is
represented by an ad hoc quadratic loss function, and then the case of a welfare-based loss
function. In both cases I focus on the optimal response to cost push shocks when the
policymaker believes, alternatively, in one of the two different models. Assuming a certain
form of the policy rule, I evaluate the equilibrium outcome of the optimal stabilization
policy in terms of the implied paths of inflation, output and interest rate. The same ad hoc
loss function is assumed for both models, but the welfare-based loss function is necessarily
different for each model.
Since my objective in this exercise is to discuss the role played by the two different

assumptions about inflation persistence as represented by the different forms of the NKPC,
20One should however note that the failure to reject may be due to the low power of the J-test in small samples.
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I construct two model economies that differ only in their supply side assumptions. The rest
of the economy is, in both cases, described by an intertemporal IS equation and a simple
Taylor rule, where the interest rate responds to output gaps, and to deviations of inflation
from target. In addition, the intercept of the Taylor rule is a function of the cost-push
shocks, in a way that will be explained below.

To evaluate the cost of implementing monetary policy under wrong assumptions about
the model economy, I compare the equilibrium paths of output, inflation and interest rate
under the hypothesis that the true model of the economy is the same as that used by the
policymaker with the paths that develop when the policymaker uses instead a different
model. In this case the equilibrium paths of output and inflation will be different from the
optimal paths, and the cost of using a ‘wrong’ model for policy—specifically of over or
underestimating the degree of intrinsic persistence—can be computed by comparing the
present value of the cumulative loss in the two cases. The specific metric for comparison is
discussed later.

I calibrate the NKPC curves in the two models to the parameter values estimated in the
single equation models discussed previously: Cogley and Sbordone (2006) model for the
forward-looking model with time-varying inflation trend, and Gali et al. (2005) model for
the rule-of-thumb model.

This analysis builds on existing analyses in the literature. Steinsson (2003) analyzes
optimal monetary policy in the presence of inflation inertia in the context of a generalized
rule-of-thumb model. He compares optimal responses of output and inflation to a cost
push shock under different assumptions about the policymaker’s loss function, whether ad
hoc or welfare-based, and different assumptions about the degree of commitment. He
considers i.i.d. cost push shocks, derived as a combination of shocks to the elasticity of
demand and shocks to the tax code.21 In this analysis I use the original specification of Gali
and Gertler (1999), and consider both the case of i.i.d. shocks and the case of mildly
serially correlated shocks.

Ascari and Ropele (2006) analyze optimal monetary policy in a purely forward-looking
model with non-zero trend inflation. They find that in the case of positive trend inflation
the optimal response to cost-push shocks is an aggressive deflation, and a persistent
adjustment of the output gap, engineered through an increase in the interest rate; the
higher is the level of trend inflation, the smaller is the optimal response of the output gap
and the interest rate.

The key factors that shape the response to a cost push shock in these calibrated models
are the parameters of the loss function, namely the relative weight on the output gap, the
persistence of the shock, and the degree of intrinsic inertia. Without inertia, the response of
inflation to i.i.d. shocks has its maximum at impact, and may be followed by a short period
of deflation; output also has maximum decline at impact. The slope of the Phillips curve
matters as well: higher sensitivity of inflation to marginal cost, for a given proportionality
of the latter to output gap, reduces the ‘optimal’ response of output consistent with the
inflation response.
21Among other results Steinsson finds that in the case of a traditional loss function an increase in the backward-

looking component of the NKPC implies that the optimal response of inflation is lower in the period of the shock

and more persistent, and that increasing the backward-looking component reduces the impact response of the

output gap, and makes it less persistent.
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4.1. Ad hoc loss function

The first economy I consider is described by the following three equations:

pt ¼ gbpt�1 þ gfEtptþ1 þ kxt þ ut, (6)

xt ¼ Etxtþ1 � sðit � Etptþ1Þ, (7)

it ¼ it þ fpðpt � ptÞ þ fxxt. (8)

The first describes the inflation dynamics derived by a rule-of-thumb NKPC model, where
xt is a measure of the output gap, and ut is a cost-push shock; in this baseline specification
I assume that ut is an i.i.d. process, and consider later the case of a small serial correlation,
setting ut ¼ Ruut�1 þ et, where et is white noise, and Ru ¼ :2. The second equation is an
intertemporal IS equation, and the third is the policy rule. pt is the long run target of the
policymaker, and the time-varying intercept of the Taylor rule, it ¼ iðut; ut�1;ut�2; . . .Þ,
embeds the optimal stabilization policy: it is in fact the response to cost-push shocks which
implements optimal paths of inflation and output gap in response to the shock ut,
according to the model used by the central bank.22 This specification of the policy rule
assures that, if the model to which the policymaker conditions her policy is correct, the
equilibrium paths of output gap and inflation are exactly those that are optimal under the
postulated loss function.
The policymaker problem is to choose the sequence fitg that minimizes the following

discounted loss function:

E0

X1
t¼0

btLt,

where the instantaneous loss is specified as

Lt ¼
1
2
ððpt � ptÞ

2
þ lx2

t Þ,

subject to the constraint that Eqs. (6)–(8) be satisfied. This problem can be solved by
looking for the paths of inflation and output gap fpt;xtg that solve the constrained
optimization problem.23 These optimal paths recover, through Eq. (7), the interest rate
path consistent with them, and then determine the intercept it. Once it is determined, the
equilibrium paths of output gap, inflation, and interest rate are determined as the solution
to the system of equations that represent the model of the economy (the same system of
Eqs. (6)–(8), if the policy model is correct).
To calibrate the NKPC parameters I chose among the values estimated by Gali et al.

(2005). First, I impose that the weights on the forward and backward-looking components
sum to 1: gf þ gb ¼ 1, and then consider as baseline value for the forward-looking
parameter the value gf ¼ :65. As an alternative, I also consider the case of a higher
value gf ¼ :89, which corresponds to a smaller degree of intrinsic persistence. Note that
this equation does not appear in the exact same form as that estimated by Gali et al., where
22Denoting with the superscript o the response in the optimal equilibrium according to the central bank’s

model, it ¼ iot � fpðp
o
t � ptÞ � fxxo

t , where iot is the interest rate derived from the IS equation under the optimal

path.
23In practice, the IS constraint is not binding, so it can be ignored in this step of the calculation of optimal

policy.
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the driving variable is instead the labor share, a proxy for the theoretical marginal cost of
labor. I obtain Eq. (6) by assuming proportionality between marginal cost and output gap
(here both variables are in deviation from their steady state values), as in the model used to
construct the sample economy of the previous section. The slope of the curve is then the
product of the proportionality factor, which I set to :63 and the estimated parameter of the
marginal cost in Gali et al., which is equal to :013, giving k ¼ :0082. Finally, I set s ¼ 6:25,
and the parameters of the Taylor rule as fp ¼ 1:5, fx ¼ :125. For the policymaker
preferences I put, as a benchmark, equal weights on the two objectives of inflation and
output stabilization. Since inflation here is expressed in quarterly rather than annualized
rate, the normalized weight on output in the case of equal weights in the calculations is 1

16
,

or l ¼ :0625. I will show later some sensitivity analysis to the value of l.
The second economy has the same specification for the IS curve and the Taylor rule, and

the same calibration of the relative parameters, but the NKPC takes the form of a curve
with trend inflation as in the model estimated by Cogley–Sbordone discussed above. The
model is represented in recursive form by the following two equations:

bpt ¼ ektbxt þ ftEtbptþ1 þ gt
bdt þ ut,

bdt ¼ g1tEtbptþ1 þ g2tEt
bdtþ1 ð9Þ

which are obtained by compacting the first three equations of the model described in
Eq. (5). I use again a proportionality factor of .63 to calibrate a value for the parameter ekt,
since the model estimated in Cogley–Sbordone has the labor share as driving variable. The
tilde over kt indicates that the ‘slope’ of this NKPC is different (indeed higher) than the one
calibrated in the previous model following the estimates of Gali et al. (2005).

The coefficients of the NKPC in (9) are non-linear combination of the inflation trend
and the underlying parameters of the pricing model, as defined in Section 3. I use Cogley
and Sbordone’s estimates of these underlying parameters, the probability of not changing
prices and the demand elasticity. For trend inflation I consider two levels of p which
correspond to two annualized rates of inflation, respectively, 1:5% and 2%, most
frequently discussed in the policy debate. From Fig. 1, this range roughly covers the
average trend inflation estimated for the past decade. The values of the coefficients in (9)
depend upon these values: for the lower trend inflation case, the values are ek ¼ :0313,
f ¼ 1:013, g ¼ :0028, g1 ¼ 6:415 and g2 ¼ 0:568; for a trend inflation of 2%: ek ¼ :029,
f ¼ 1:021, g ¼ :0036, g1 ¼ 6:651 and g2 ¼ 0:576. One can see that for higher levels of trend
inflation, as already discussed, the responsiveness of inflation gaps to output gaps is lower,
while the importance of forward-looking terms is enhanced.

4.1.1. Results

Tables 3 and 4 contain a first set of results of this quantitative exercise. Each cell of the
table corresponds to a combination of a policy model and a ‘true’ model of the supply side.
In the cells I report the value of the discounted loss function for that particular
combination, where I approximate the infinite sum by the first 64 terms. Since the
parameters for each policy are calibrated, as discussed, to the empirical estimates of
Gali–Gertler and Cogley–Sbordone, the initials GG and CS identify the models; next to
the initials I indicate which particular value for the intrinsic persistence ðgbÞ characterizes
the GG model, and which annual rate of target inflation ðpAÞ is associated with the CS
model. The first table reports the results for the case of i.i.d. cost push shocks, and the
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Table 4

Cumulative loss function—equal policy weights, persistent shocks (Ru ¼ :2Þ

True model

Policy model GG, gb ¼ :11 GG, gb ¼ :35 CS, pA ¼ 1:5% CS, pA ¼ 2%

GG, gb ¼ :11 2.038 1.702 1.862

GG, gb ¼ :35 5.476 3.888 4.210

CS, pA ¼ 1:5% 2.551 7.994 1.255

CS, pA ¼ 2% 2.576 8.033 1.226

Table 3

Cumulative loss function—equal policy weights, i.i.d. shocks

True model

Policy model GG, gb ¼ :11 GG, gb ¼ :35 CS, pA ¼ 1:5% CS, pA ¼ 2%

GG, gb ¼ :11 1.221 1.036 1.096

GG, gb ¼ :35 2.862 2.118 2.248

CS, pA ¼ 1:5% 1.467 4.163 .829

CS, pA ¼ 2% 1.480 4.184 .812

A.M. Sbordone / Journal of Monetary Economics 54 (2007) 1311–13391324
second considers the case of a mild persistence in the cost push shocks, represented by an
autoregressive coefficient of 0.2. Boldface number refer to two baseline policy/true model
pairs.
Consider first the case of i.i.d. shocks. The question I want to ask is what is the cost of

implementing an optimal stabilization policy conditioning on a wrong model of the
economy. This cost can be evaluated by comparing the cumulative loss of that policy with
the loss that would have been incurred had an optimal policy for the right model of the
economy been implemented. For example, to evaluate the cost of conducting policy on the
basis of a model with intrinsic persistence when the true model is purely forward-looking,
one should compare the numbers in the upper right 2�2 quadrant of the table with the
numbers on the bottom right quadrant. To compute instead the cost of ignoring true
intrinsic persistence one should compare the numbers on the bottom left 2�2 quadrant
with those in the quadrant above.
The metric I choose for this comparison is the arithmetic difference between losses.24

This metric measures the incremental cost that I want to capture, and has a decision
theoretic justification in the notion of ‘regret’ introduced by Brock et al. (2006) for the
comparison of simple versus optimal rules. In their formulation ‘‘the regret associated with
a policy and a model measures the loss incurred by the policy relative to what would have
been incurred had the optimal policy been based on the model.’’ (p. 10)
24One could choose, of course, different approaches, and may get different conclusions. A more conservative

approach such as minimax, for example, compares absolute losses. In the case of a choice between the two

baseline policies that I discuss, for example, this metric would lead to choose the policy that allows for intrinsic

persistence.
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Consider first the cost of a policy which assumes a significant amount of persistence
(the policy labeled GG, gb ¼ :35 in the table) when the true model is instead purely
forward-looking, and where the policymaker has a target inflation of 1.5% (in the table the
‘true’ model for this case is ‘CS, pA ¼ 1:5%’). The regret of such a policy is measured by
the increase in loss from .829, the loss that would occur if the policymaker used the correct
model of the economy, to 2.118, a regret of 1.289. The regret is somewhat higher, 1.436, in
the case of the higher inflation target of 2%.

For the opposite type of policy mistake—that of ignoring the degree of intrinsic inflation
persistence that characterizes the economy, the cost is not particularly sensitive to the value
of the inflation target. The loss, again computed for the case of high intrinsic persistence,
increases from 2.862 to 4.163, in the case of a CS policy with the low target inflation, giving
a regret of 1.301. When target inflation is higher, the regret of the CS policy increases to
1.322. From this comparison, a policymaker that wants to minimize the regret of the two
policies would choose to ignore intrinsic persistence when target inflation is 2%, but would
marginally choose the other policy when target inflation is lower.

This result is sensitive, however, to the weight assumed for the objectives of output and
inflation stabilization in the loss function. As I said, the table is constructed for a loss
function that assigns equal weight to the objectives of output and inflation stabilization: a
case often used in policy discussions, but somewhat extreme. Fig. 2 compares instead the
regrets of the two policies for a range of values of the relative weight in the loss function l
that assign more weight to the inflation stabilization objective ðlp0:0625Þ. The left graph
in the figure shows the case with trend inflation at pA ¼ 1:5%, the right one the case where
pA ¼ 2%. It is evident from the figures that in the case of higher trend inflation a policy
which ignores intrinsic persistence is less costly for every value of l, while when pA ¼ 1:5%
such a policy is less costly for values of l which assign just a little bit more weight to
inflation stabilization (the two lines in the left graph cross for l ’ :057).
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Fig. 2. Regrets assuming high persistence—left graph: pA ¼ 1:5%, right graph: pA ¼ 2%.
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Fig. 3. Regrets assuming low persistence—left graph: pA ¼ 1:5%, right graph: pA ¼ 2%.
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Similar regret comparisons can be made as well for the case of a policy model with a
more moderate degree of intrinsic persistence (the losses under this policy are on the first
row of the table). In this case the regret of such a policy when the true model of the
economy has no intrinsic persistence is measured by the increase in loss from .829 to 1.036,
a regret of .207. The regret is slightly higher, .284, in the case of a higher inflation target.
For the mistake of instead ignoring a small degree of intrinsic inflation persistence the
measured regrets are .246 (an increase in loss from 1.221 to 1.467) and .259, respectively,
for low and high target inflation. Fig. 3 shows that when the policy assumes low intrinsic
persistence the cutting point between the regret of the two policies occurs at a lower weight
ðl ’ :037Þ when trend inflation is low (left graph); it remains true, however, that when
trend inflation is higher the cost of a policy that disregards possible intrinsic persistence is
lower for all values of l (graph on the right).
The story is only marginally different for the case of serially correlated shocks, as the

numbers in Table 4 show. Although the loss is in absolute value higher for all the cases
considered, the regret of a high intrinsic persistence policy is very close to the previous
case. In the case of a low persistence policy, compared to the case with i.i.d. shocks, there
are more values of l for which the CS policy is less costly (it is enough that lp:054).
Another cut at these results is presented in Figs. 4 and 5: here I look at the equilibrium

paths of inflation, output and interest rate in response to a cost-push shock in three
different models,25 when the policymaker implements a stabilization policy that is optimal
from the point of view of the model that she uses.
In each figure the top two panels show the equilibrium paths of output and inflation.

The panel on the lower left (the intercept of the Taylor rule it ) is the policy response to the
shock, and the last panel is the equilibrium interest rate it. In all graphs the horizontal axis
25I assume a shock of 1% at annual rate, so that the responses should be interpreted in terms of percentage

variations.
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Fig. 4. CS optimal policy, i.i.d. shocks (ad hoc loss function).
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indicates the periods after the shock, and the responses represent deviations of the
variables from their initial steady state; in the case in which the policy model is the correct
model of the economy, the equilibrium responses of output and inflation are also the
responses that minimize the policymaker’s loss function.

Fig. 4 considers the case of a policymaker implementing an optimal stabilization policy
under the assumption that the correct model of the economy is a purely forward-looking
model, which incorporates a 2% inflation target.26 The graphs report, clockwise, starting
from the lower left panel, the optimal policy and the equilibrium path of inflation, output
and interest rate when the policy model is indeed the correct model of the economy. In
Fig. 4 this is the CS model, and the relative paths are indicated with starred green lines.27

As the shock occurs, inflation increases, then declines sharply falling below target in the
second period, and recovers slowly in the following quarters. The optimal response of
26I assume a 2% inflation target in all the figures of this exercise.
27Throughout the figures, I use green lines with stars to label paths under the CS model, and red lines with circle

to label paths under the GG model with high persistence. The paths under the GG model with low persistence are

indicated with blue dotted lines.
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output to the shock is a moderate decline at impact, and a monotonic return to steady
state. These responses are engineered by the policymaker via a downward shift in the
intercept of the Taylor rule at impact followed by an increase above steady state in the
second period. As output gradually converges to steady state from below, the Taylor rule
intercept declines to steady state from above and inflation returns to target. In equilibrium,
the interest rate declines at impact, and returns monotonically to zero in the following
quarters.
Although not shown in the figure, the higher the target level of inflation, the smaller is

the impact effect of the shock on inflation, and the more pronounced is the second period
deflation; higher target inflation also implies a greater reduction in the equilibrium interest
rate, and a smaller contraction in output.
The same policy, however, delivers quite different outcomes under the alternative

models. In the figure I plot the results obtained under the two parametrizations of the GG
model considered previously, one with low intrinsic persistence (setting the backward-
looking term in the GG model gb ¼ :11), as a blue dotted line, and the other with higher
intrinsic persistence (gb ¼ :35), the red line with circles. If the degree of persistence in the
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true model is relatively low, the equilibrium path of inflation is not too different from the
optimal path under the rule considered: the response to the shock is slightly higher at
impact, and goes only marginally below target. The negative response of output is,
however, larger and more persistent, mirrored by the path of the equilibrium interest rate,
which remains above steady state for two quarters. These patterns are much more
pronounced in the case in which the economy has a higher degree of intrinsic persistence.
In this case the policy generates a sharp negative output gap that increases further in the
second period, and a spike in the equilibrium interest rate. As the interest rate returns
monotonically to steady state, the output gap slowly closes. As the figures show, an
optimal policy based on a completely forward-looking model has a larger cost in terms of
lost output the higher is intrinsic inflation persistence. The attempt to bring inflation down
abruptly in this case does not succeed, causing instead output to contract because of the
sharp increase in the interest rate.

Fig. 5 is constructed in similar way to Fig. 4, and shows the reverse situation. It assumes
that policy is implemented on the basis of a model with a relatively high degree of intrinsic
persistence (the backward-looking term in the GG model has a coefficient gb ¼ :35). The
red lines with circles indicate the optimal policy for this case (lower left panel) and the
equilibrium effects of this policy (other three panels) when the true model of the economy
has in fact a relatively high degree of intrinsic persistence.

The optimal response to a cost-push shock in this case is to let inflation remain above
target for about four quarters, and to maintain the intercept of the Taylor rule below
steady state throughout that period. Under this policy output declines only mildly below
steady state and the equilibrium interest rate raises at impact, and then declines slowly
back to steady state. In this experiment, as the degree of assumed persistence increases, the
return of inflation to target takes longer time. During that period policy remains
accommodative, and output and interest rate approach the steady state more and more
gradually.

The other lines show the effects of this stabilization policy for the model with low
inflation persistence and the purely forward-looking one considered in the previous figure.
If the true model of the economy is purely forward-looking, equilibrium output departs
significantly from the optimal path. Indeed, as we saw in the previous figure, when the
model is forward-looking the optimal output response to the shock is a mild decline at
impact and convergence to steady state from below. Here the more protracted period of
accommodative policy determines, in equilibrium, a jump of output above steady state and
of the interest rate below steady state: both effects peak in the second quarter. The
equilibrium outcomes for the case of low inflation persistence are qualitatively similar to
this case, albeit quantitatively smaller.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the same experiment of the previous two figures, but allow
the cost-push shocks to be mildly serially correlated. I calibrate the autoregressive
coefficient Ru to 0:2, a value often estimated for this composite shock process. The most
noticeable effect of assuming serial correlation in the shock process is to smooth somewhat
the optimal response of inflation to the shock in the case of both policies. For example,
in the case of a policy implemented in a forward-looking model (compare the upper
left panels of Figs. 6 and 4) inflation declines below target only in the third period, and in
a policy model that allows for high intrinsic persistence (compare the upper left panel
of Figs. 7 and 5) it takes longer time for inflation to decline to target than in the case of
i.i.d. shocks.
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Fig. 6. CS optimal policy, serially correlated shocks.
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4.2. Welfare-based loss function

In this section I repeat the previous analysis for the case of a policymaker’s loss
function defined in terms of the welfare implied by the micro-foundations of each
model. While in the previous exercise I assumed a desired inflation target, in this case
I do not have such a choice, as the optimal target inflation follows from the welfare
analysis. As shown in Benigno and Woodford (2005), the optimal rate of inflation for
this class of models is zero, hence it makes sense to consider an approximation of the
inflation dynamics around a steady state with zero inflation. The approximation to the
welfare function in the case of a model without any intrinsic persistence is therefore
the one that obtains for the case of the standard purely forward-looking model, since
the model here does not feature any distortion other than nominal price rigidity. Based on
the result in Benigno–Woodford (2005) a welfare-based loss function for the baseline
Calvo model has the same quadratic form of the ad hoc loss function considered before,
but its weight depends on the model parameters, specifically: l ¼ k=y. According to the
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parametrization of Cogley–Sbordone (2006), setting trend inflation equal to zero, this gives
l ¼ 0:003.

For the case of a rule-of-thumb NKPC, Steinsson (2003) derives a welfare-based loss
function for a model where the supply side is a slight generalization of the rule-of-thumb
model of Gali and Gertler (1999), and is otherwise similar to the one considered here.
Based on his derivation, the approximate welfare function for the original model of Gali
and Gertler (1999) is proportional to the following loss function:

Lt ¼ p2t þ l1x2
t þ l2Dp2t ,

where the coefficients are, respectively,

l1 ¼
eoð1� aÞð1� abÞ

ayð1þ yoÞ
,

l2 ¼
w

að1� wÞ
.

Here, the symbol w indicates, as before, the proportion of firms that use a rule-of-thumb
when resetting prices, and the other symbols have the interpretation given to them
previously.
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The value of w can be backed out from the value calibrated for gf given that the two
parameters satisfy the following relationship

gf ¼
a

aþ wð1� að1� bÞÞ
.

For the case of low persistence, gf ¼ :89 implies w ¼ :0684, while for the higher persistence
case the value of gf implies w ¼ :2978. To get round numbers, I set wL ¼ :07, and wH ¼ :3,
and compute the weights of the loss function on the basis of these values.
4.2.1. Results

Table 5 reports the values of the cumulative discounted loss when optimal policy is
chosen in each case by minimizing the welfare-based loss functions described above.
Since in this case I consider an optimal inflation target of zero, I report the CS case only

for that value. As expected, the values in the table are much lower than the corresponding
values of Table 3. But a ranking of the relative losses gives more clear-cut results in this
case: this is not surprising, since any welfare-based criterion puts quite a low weight on the
output gap in the loss function. Implementing monetary policy under the wrong
assumption that the economy is characterized by some degree of intrinsic inflation
persistence increases the welfare loss more than threefold, the exact value depending on the
degree of persistence assumed. Following a policy model that ignores existing persistence
increases instead the welfare loss by a relatively small margin. Therefore, in the case of a
welfare-based loss function, a comparison of costs across policies would always induce the
policymaker to choose to ignore intrinsic inflation inertia.
As in the case of the ad hoc loss function, the next two figures analyze the effects of

optimal policy under different models. Fig. 8 shows the effect of optimal policy
implemented under the purely forward-looking model. Comparing this figure with Fig. 4,
one sees quite clearly what is the effect of changing the relative weights in the loss function.
Recall that for this model the ‘ad hoc’ loss function has the same form (to a second order
approximation) of the welfare-based loss function, but the weight l in the latter is much
smaller. The result is that under an optimal policy output declines much more at impact,
while the equilibrium interest rate rises less in the first period and approaches the steady
state monotonically from above. Interestingly, if such a policy were implemented in an
economy characterized by some degree of intrinsic persistence, the equilibrium interest rate
would be much higher (see the dotted blue lines and the red lines with circles in the lower
right graph of the figure) and the output loss would be slightly larger. Inflation would
remain above steady state for about five quarters.
Table 5

Cumulative loss function, i.i.d. shocks

True model

Policy model GG, gb ¼ :11 GG, gb ¼ :35 CS, p ¼ 0

GG, gb ¼ :11 1.482 1.987 1.785

GG, gb ¼ :35 1.701 2.023 1.970

CS, p ¼ 0 1.233 2.330 .514
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Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates the implementation of a welfare-based optimal stabilization
policy when policymakers assume a model with high intrinsic inflation persistence. Here,
the optimal policy requires further tightening after the shock to prevent inflation to
become ingrained in the economy. The tightening brings a mild deflation, and a noticeable
contraction in output. However, if the economy is not characterized by intrinsic
persistence, such a policy would generate instead a quite strong deflation accompanied
by a period below steady state interest rates, while output would be only mildly above the
optimal path (see the green lines in the graphs). In the case of a welfare-based optimal
policy it is therefore much clearer which risk of model misspecification is more dangerous
for the conduct of monetary policy.

5. Accounting for model uncertainty

So far I have assumed that the policymaker computes optimal policy using only one of
the two alternative specifications of the NKPC. However, when it is not clear which model
best describes the economy, it may be reasonable to adopt a policy strategy that is robust
to model uncertainty. Several recent papers in the literature address the problem of
integrating model uncertainty into policy evaluation (e.g. Levin and Williams, 2003; Levin
et al., 1999; Brock et al., 2007). Here, I assume that the policymaker follows a Bayesian
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approach and looks for a policy that minimizes the expected loss across models.
Specifically, denoting by LGG

t and LCS
t the loss functions under the two alternative models

of the economy, the objective function to minimize is

L ¼ E0

X1
t¼0

bt
ðwLGG

t þ ð1� wÞLCS
t Þ,

where the weight w represents the prior attached to the model with intrinsic inflation persistence.
Fig. 10 shows the optimal policy as a solid line in the bottom left quadrant of the figure.

The other graphs plot equilibrium inflation, output gap and interest rate paths that obtain
under each model (starred green line for the CS model, circled red line for the GG model)
when the policymaker’s objective function assigns equal weight to the two models. From a
Bayesian point of view, this case corresponds to having flat priors on which of the two
competing models represents a more accurate description of the economy. The lower left
quadrant of the figure shows, as before, the policy. The loss functions LGG

t and LCS
t are the

welfare-based loss functions discussed in the previous section.28
28To weight appropriately the arguments of the loss functions, however, for this computation LGG
t and LCS

t are

no longer normalized by the weight on inflation as in the previous calculations.
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Not surprisingly, a policy robust to model uncertainty is less aggressive than the one that
would be optimal when all the weight is on the model with intrinsic persistence (compare
the intercept of the Taylor rule in Fig. 10 with that in Fig. 9). As a result, compared to that
case, if the true model of the economy is CS, the deflation following the shock would be
milder and inflation would return faster to target; the negative output gap would be
smaller and the equilibrium interest rate more stable.29 Similarly, if the true model of
the economy is GG, comparing the outcome under this policy with the one in which all the
weight was put on the CS model, inflation returns to target faster, although the output loss
is slightly larger (compare Fig. 10 with Fig. 8). Minimizing the expected loss brings the
cumulative discounted loss to 1.556, a significant reduction relative to the cases of
inappropriate policies shown in Table 4.

For the purpose of illustrating the consequence of holding stronger beliefs about one
particular model, Figs. 11 and 12 replicate Fig. 10 for different weights, respectively, a
larger weight on the forward-looking model the first ðw ¼ :2Þ, and a larger weight on the
model with intrinsic inflation persistence the second ðw ¼ :8Þ.
29To see this compare the red line in the upper left panel of Fig. 10 with the green line in the upper left panel of

Fig. 9.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper I focus on two alternative interpretations of the observed persistence in
inflation, that correspond to two alternative specifications of the New Keynesian Phillips
curve. The first allows for some degree of intrinsic persistence, in the form of a term in
lagged inflation in the NKPC. The second is a purely forward-looking model, where
expectations farther into the future matter, and where the coefficients depend on the
inflation trend. This specification attributes most of the observed persistence to persistent
fluctuations in the underlying inflation trend; it therefore interprets inflation persistence as
a consequence of monetary policy, which is ultimately responsible for the long-run level of
inflation, rather than a structural feature of the economy.
I first discuss the reasons why the empirical evidence presented for structural inflation

persistence in the literature may be misleading. First, I show that measures of inflation
relative to trend have very different persistence properties, depending on whether one
allows for a time-varying trend or not. Second, I present a simple example of how
econometric inference may be misleading if the possibility of a time-varying trend inflation
rate is neglected in estimating a log-linear NKPC.
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I then analyze the consequences of optimal stabilization policy in response to cost-
push shocks, when the policymaker misinterprets the degree of intrinsic inflation
persistence. For this analysis I consider two very stylized economic models which
differ only in their specification of the inflation dynamics. I compare the relative cost
of implementing optimal policy conditioning on a wrong model of the economy,
using alternative loss function specifications. I illustrate the response of inflation, output
and interest rate to a cost-push shock under optimal policy, and compare them to the
responses that obtain when the model economy differs from that assumed by the
policymaker.

The results suggest that the cost of implementing a stabilization policy overestimating
the degree of intrinsic persistence in inflation is in general higher than the costs of ignoring
structural persistence; the result is more clear-cut when the inflation stabilization objective
has relatively more weight in the policymaker’s preferences, as it is the case when the loss
function is welfare-based.

I finally discuss the same optimal stabilization exercise when the policymaker
acknowledges model uncertainty and implements a policy that minimizes the expected
loss across alternative models.
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